Valais is the loveliest time of the year.

Welcome to Valais, the majestic Rhône valley and its picturesque side valleys, framed by 5 peaks above 6,000 metres, blessed with 300 days of sunshine a year. Our Valais is a land of long traditions and pioneering innovation, full of pleasure and passion, verdant culture and tranquil nature.

Hiking.

Hiking is one of the most popular activities in Valais. With over 8,000 kilometres of marked hiking trails, every hiker will find what they are looking for: paths up to high peaks, through fragrant Swiss alpine meadows and on historical routes or new suspension bridges and along steep old trade. As a hiking region, Valais offers a wide variety of topography for serious hikers as well as those looking for leisurely exploration, among the most spectacular for various levels of terrain.

Valais “bisses”: watercourses of life.

The “bisses” are the historical irrigation channels of Valais for more than 1,000 years. These have brought fresh water from the glaciers to the farmlands, offering irrigation opportunities, a supply of water and employment for the villagers. Today, the “bisses” are seen as part of the heritage of the region and as scenic trails for hikers and mountain bikers.

Paradise for cyclists.

Cycling enthusiasts will find Valais is a one-of-a-kind playground, ideal for22

World of wellbeing and culture.

Nowhere will you feel as close to the stunning peaks draped with glaciers as in Valais. Pure mountain air makes for scintillating hiking trips by day and exhilarating treks by night. Breathtaking horizons, pristine nature and buffer tranquillity refresh body and soul. From deep under the mountains, mineral-rich natural water emergent at springs that supply thermal baths and stylish spas throughout Valais, promoting total relaxation. Experience the pure energy of the Alps in a unique setting, waiting for you to find on top of the world.

Luxury and culture.

The strategic Rhône valley has been a place of sanctuary for millenia; a cultural history has been bequeathed Valais a rich heritage. Well-preserved castles and palaces, pristine art collections and fascinating museums feature alongside a wealth of living customs and traditions. The region has attracted countless artists and writers over the centuries, and todayknocks at a rich cultural door. The updated calendar of festivals reflects the region’s creative energy.

Colorful and original wines.

Valais “valais” chur.

Valais is a land of land of vineyards and grapes. As you travel through the region, you will see the abundance of the Rhône valley, from Lake Geneva to the Oberland, the best known vineyards, towns and villages, vineyards and orchards, with glorious views along the way.

Unmistakable flavours of Valais.

Valais is a generous land in which abundant sunshine warms the year-round vineyards, exceptional quality. Generously, the vintners of a gastronomic tradition that places great value on sharing. Local delicacies from the Rhône valley, from the vineyards to the plate, are served in all restaurants, hotels and bars.

Family fun.

Valais is an ideal destination for families. Countless activities, offers and facilities are designed for children and adults to enjoy together, for magical moments of relaxation. Families discover world-wide and like trails of all kinds:

Thoughtful and passionate worlds.

Heavenly bliss in every sense. From the mountaintops to the valleys floor, the diversity of trails means that children, leisure cyclists, competitive mountain bikers, tourists and dynamic enthusiasts alike can find their paradise here.

Transport.

Thanks to an extensive public transport network and more than 100 winding mountain roads, mountain bikers enjoy a wide range of options for planning their rides.

Races.

Valais is also the birthplace of the Tour de France, the world’s most famous mountain bike race. The Grand Raid BCVS from Verbier to Grimentz, which provokes the wannabe cyclists in every one of us.

Sensations.

Nothing quite matches four-wheel drive mountain bikers and all kinds of bikes.

An ideal setting for work, study – and leisure.

Valais is an ideal setting for work, study – and leisure. Valais is a land of thought, culture and innovation, a land that knows how to balance work, study and leisure. The region has a wealth of universities, colleges and research institutes.

Conclusion.

Heavenly bliss in every sense. From the mountaintops to the valleys floor, the diversity of trails means that children, leisure cyclists, competitive mountain bikers, tourists and dynamic enthusiasts alike can find their paradise here.
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